ABC Educational Services Provides:

• Admissions Testing
• Evaluations
• Educational Counseling
• Occupational Therapy
• Speech and Language Therapy
• Private Tutoring
• Language Stimulation School
Language Stimulation School:

• Language
• Sensory
• Processing
• Articulation
• Autism Spectrum
• Eating/Feeding
What we see: Preschool/K

• Cannot sit in circle time
• Biting /hitting /tears
• Cannot understand directions
• Eating/feeding diet issues

#PPMDConference
What we see: Grade School

- Struggle with friendships
- Prefer to be alone
- Word recall
- Behavior/meltdowns
- OCD/ Need for structure
- Learning Disabilities

Diet
Avoiding eye contact
Difficulty expressing needs
Discover your child
Create a successful childhood
Say No!
Create Structure
Use visual Timers
Learn to use “how can I help”
Bring in the experts
So...
How can I help you this weekend?

- Schedule a one on one meeting with me
- Come Make It and Take It!!
- Have me observe your child
- Review/discuss testing results
What can we make?

- Behavior clip up/down chart
- Schedule stick
- Weighted blanket
- Rule Walls
Sign up at the main desk!
Read Education Matters!

Thank you!!